
Lighthouse   Montessori   School   

Parent   Information   Night   

Wednesday,   October   7,   2020  

Purpose   of   this   meeting:   

Share   information   about   the    Montessori   philosophy   and    Lighthouse’s   Approach   &   Goals  

What   will   happen   during   the   school   year  

Q   &   A  

Montessori   –   Our   Approach   and   Goals  

Montessori    philosophy   focuses   on   teaching   OCCI;   Order,   Concentration,   Coordination,  
Independence.    The   teacher   has    high   respect   for   the   child.    The   child   is    taught   to   respect  
themselves,   others   and   the   environment.     The   children   are   presented   many   lessons   from   all  

areas   of   the   classroom    that   are   appropriate   for   them.    They   are   then   given   the   freedom   to  
choose   from   those   materials.     We   believe   we   are   to   observe   the   child,   see   their   need   and  
desires   and    ‘follow   the   child’.      We   are   committed   to   individualize   teaching.    Not   all   children   will  

learn   the   same   thing   at   the   same   pace.     We   do   not   use   “Time   Out”   but   instead   Positive   Disciple.  
Our   goal   is   to   establish   in   the   child;   independence,    respect,   self-control,   a   love   of   learning   and    a  

framework   for   lifelong   education.  

OCCI: Order- Order   in   our   environment;   how   things   are   arranged,   Calm   classroom,   order   in   the   

                              method   utilized   to   teach   children.   

Order   in    behavior   of   the   children;   walking   and   soft   voice   in   the   classroom,   waiting   for   a  

turn.   

Respect   and   Care   for   self,   others   and   the   environment  

Concentration    –   Focused   thinking   which    enhances   brain   development.   Helps   to   prepare  
children   for   more   advanced   and   future   learning.    Hands   on   learning   is   so   important  

especially   in   this   time   of   

Coordination -   Fine   motor   development   and   large   development   

Independence-    Supporting   and   encouraging   children   to   do   all   that   they   can   on   their   on.  

Being   independent   fosters   great   self   esteem   which   has   a   direct   influence   on   learning.   

Areas   of   our   Classroom:   

CALENDAR,   MUSIC   CIRCLE   &   STORY   TIME  

The   calendar;   days   of   the   week,   months   of   the   year,   counting   to   30   or   31,   seasons   and  

weather   is   done   each   morning   with   the   children.   Through   stories   and   songs   the   teachers  
teach   concepts   that   are   fun   and   educational.      The   children   learn    rhyming,   opposites,  
months   of   the   year,   animals   facts,   numbers   and   other   educational   concepts   and    music  

concepts.    Almost   any   concepts   can   be   taught   through   music   and   stories.    We   can  



reinforce   or   even   teach   so   many   concepts   just   through   singing   songs   that   the   children  

enjoy.   

LANGUAGE:    Pre-Reading   and   language   development,   phonics,   reading   and   writing  

We   need   to   establish   a   strong   foundation   so   that   learning   to   read   comes   smoothly   and  
the   children   ENJOY   READING.    Reading   is   one   of   the   single   most   important   indicators   of  

success   in   a   child’s   education.   

MATH:     The   sequence   for   math   is   1-10   quantity   and   symbol,   Odd/Even,   11   –   19   quantity  

and   symbol,     More   than/Less   than,    Money   value,   clock   work,   adding/subtracting.  

Counting   to   100,    Place   value   1000,   100,   10,1  

The   children    repeat   their   work   many   times.    Repetition   is   very   important   for  

them   to   master   a   new   skill   or   concept.   

SENSORIAL :   Development   of   the   5   (five)   senses.     There   are   materials   in   our   classroom  
that   help   the   children   explore   and   develop   understanding   of   color,   size,   shape,    and  

dimension   ,    geometric   solids,   length,   textures,   and   weight   .  

PRACTICAL   LIFE    –   In   the   Practical   Life   area   children   get   to   practice   things   that   MIGHT  

normally   be   taught   at   home.    Developing   large   and   fine   motor   development,   and   lots   of  

developing   ORDER,   COORDINATION,   CONCENTRATION   AND   INDEPENDENCE.   

Care   of   Self :   hand   washing,   dressing   frames,   folding,   pouring,   spooning,  

scooping,   tweezing,   food/cooking   experiences.   

Care   of   Enviro nment:   polishing,   washing   a   table,   washing   dishes,   food  

preparation,   plant   care,    care   of   pets,   sweeping,   lacing/sewing,   using   screw  

driver,   hammer   ,   measuring   tape   and   other   tools.  

CULTURAL ;   The   children   will   be   taught   these   concepts   and   more:   

-land/water  
-magnetic/non-magnetic  

  -living   vs.   Nonliving    

                -plant   /animal 
-All   about   plants;   parts   of   a   plant,   parts   of   a   flower,   parts   of   a   seed 

-All   about   animals:   fish,   amphibians,   reptiles,   birds,and   mammals    

                -Intro.   To   the   Globe   and    World   Map 

-Seven   Continents   of   the   World;    

                -   various   land   forms;   lake/island,   bay/cape,   etc.  

CREATIVE   ART    -    Every   other   afternoon   -    Creative   Art  

The   children   are   introduced   to   many   different   art   materials   and   introduced   to   the   many  

ways   they   can   be   used.   (crayons,   pencils,   paints,   water   colors,   collage,   primary   colors,  

mixing   colors,   nature   in   art,   different   types   of   paper,   etc.)  

  We   focus   more   on   the   creative   process   not   the   craft   at   the   end.   



Parents   are   not   always   comfortable   when   their   child   brings   home   art   work   and   it   doesn’t  

look   like   anything   they’ve   seen   before.   

Children’s   creativity   is   often   stifled   by   the   competition   to   make   something   like   someone  
else,   to   make   something   that   the   parents   like   and   can   recognize.    We   really   need   to   get  
comfortable   with   saying   to   our   children.   WOW!!   I   like   it!    I   like   the   colors   you   used   and  

the   shapes   you   made.    Tell   me   about   it.    Not   saying”   What   is   it.?”      It’s   nice   to   be   able   to  
draw   a   car   or   a   person,   but   that   is   not   the   only   creativity.    Creative   minds   are   the   minds  

that   are   inventors   and   entrepreneurs.    We   can   start   to   develop   that   creativity   now.   

MOVEMENT –   Every   other   afternoon   the   children   have   activities   to    foster   large   motor  

development,   balance,   hand   -eye   coordination,   eye-foot   coordination,   team   play,  

cooperation.    Activities   such   as:  

Balancing running Bowling  

Hopping Yoga Throwing/Catching  

Jumping Dancing/   Body   movement  

Skipping Body/   Spatial   Awareness  

Catching   and   Hitting    the   balloon/ball.  

School   Year   Calendar   

Usually   we   like   to   have   gatherings   with   parents   and   bring   families   together.    With   Covid  
19   this   is   very   unlikely.    We   will   be   trying   to   come   up   with   creative   ways   to   celebrate  

holidays,   and   share   special   school    performances   for   the   parents.  

Dad’s   Art   Night    –   Special    bonding   time   for   Dad   to   child    doing   numerous   different   Art  

Activities.    Dad   usually   goes   home   with   a   special   hat,   necklace   and   handprint   keepsake.   

Parent   Teacher   Conference    –Yearly   conferences   will   occur   via   phone,   video   chat   or   in  

person.   

Fall   Celebration   and    Costume   Party    will   be   videotaped   for   parents   to   view.   

Thanksgiving   Lunch   -     Children   share   a   lunch   that   they   have   had   some   part   in   creating,  

learn   about   table   manners   and   being   thankful   and   appreciative.   

Christmas   Celebration    –   To   Be   Announced.   

Chinese   New   Year/   Lunar   New   Year   Celebration -    Activities   to   be   announced.   

Egg   Hunt    -    Children   color   eggs   and   find   plastic   eggs   hidden   on   our   playground.   

Graduation    -    Performances   from   ALL   Classes,   Cap,   Gown   and   Diploma,   Mingle   &  

Refreshment  

-Q   &   A  

 

 


